ABSTRACT. In this paper we introduce the notions of separability and Lindel6f in approach spaces and investigate their behaviour under products and subspaces.
INTRODUCTION.
In [5] , the measure of non-compactness which was introduced by K. Kuratowski in [8] , was put into the framework of so-called approach spaces, rephrased there as "measure of compactnesss".
Approach spaces, as explained in detail in [6] provide us with a common supercategory of the categories TOP of topological spaces with continuous maps, and p-MET of extended metric spaces and non-expansive maps. The advantage of doing this was not only that Kuratowski's rather peculiar measure of non-compactness was thus put into a canonical setting, and that this setting allowed for a unified treatment of compactness for topological spaces and of total boundedness for metric spaces, but also that it was thus possible to prove some fundamental relationships between the measure of compactness of a family of spaces and their productspace.
In further study of approach spaces, and their application, especially to the analytical study of spaces of probability measures [7] , [1] , it turns out to be indispensable also to have at our disposal a mechanism to measure the deviation an approach space may have from being Lindelhf and from being separable. The purpose of this paper is to introduce such canonical measures and to study their basic properties. We pay particular attention to subspaces and products of metric spaces.
PRELIMINARIES.
We We shall recall some definitions from [5] and [6] . "An eztended pseudo-quasi-metric (shortly [6] : 
where T'() is the topology determined by the neighborhood system" N'(@)(z) {{v < e}lv c ,l',(-),e E R.,z G X}.
T" is left inverse, right adjoint to A,. We say that the approach space has property P iff the topological bicoreflection of this space has the topological property P (e.g. compact, LindelSf, ...). Analogously p-q-MET is bicoreflectively embedded in AP by:
) (x, where An(a) is determinded by the approach system (Oa(z)),x with Oa(z) {vlv d(z,.)} for all z X. In this ce the sociated distance is given by a(z,A) inf,a d(z,a) for all z X, A C X. Given the approach space X with approach system its p-q-MET-coreflection is given by"
where M(#) is the p-q metric ad by M()(.,u) s,(, {u)). M is of course left inverse, right adjoint to A.. Approach spaces for which (X x 2x) {0, } are topological [6] .
If A is a basis for the approach space (X, #) then: 
S(X) inf supgCz, A)).
A/2((x)) zX
The following result is a straightforward exercise in topology:
LEMMA Further:
Proof. It is clear that we also have:
where A(z)is a basis of ,I,(z). In metric spaces we know that separability and Lindelgf coincide. We shall prove that the measures of separability and Lindel&f also coincide in p-MET Further it is clear that for each n E N we can choose a set A,, 2 ((x)) such that: 1. In countercxample 5.4 we see that for a general p-q-MET space the previous result is not COROLLARY 3.8 An eztended pseudometrtc space X is separable iff S(X)=L(X)=O.
It is easy to see that for contractions we have the following: THEOREM 3.9 For X,X' E IAPI and f" X X' a contraction (a) L(f(X)) <_ L(X) () s(f(x)) < s(x).
In topological spaces we can state the Lindel6f property by means of filters with the countable intersection property [3] . We can do the same here for approach spaces. We shall put F(X) (respectively F,(X)) for the set of filters (respectively the set of filters with the countable intersection property) and analogously as for a filter we shall say that a base/ of a filter " E F(X) has the countable intersection property if for all (B,,),,eN 6 B"
Obviously if a filter .T has a base with the countable intersection property then the filter Y itself has the countable intersection property.
We are now ready to prove the following theorem: e.x (=) YE ((x)) ,eY =eBr (x) .
From the arbitrariness of e we deduce that:
sup inf aS(z) >_ L(X). supd,(a,,z,) < sup L(X,) + .
,EN iEN
In the following we shall consider with each (z,),zj X this (a,),ej A. We now have:
L(H X) _< sup inf sup inf sup di(y,, Since the measures of separability and Lindel6f coincide for metric spaces, and the measure of separability is stable for even some uncountable products. This could also be true for the measure of Lindelf. Unfortunately this is not the case as the following example shows: COUNTEREXAMPLE 6.2 We know [9] that Z R is a completely regular non-normal topological space. From [3] p.15 it then follows that toologica bicoreection Lindelbf. 0 the oher hand can coider Z ith the Euclidean medic and Z a as the product.
